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Abstract Concentrations of atmospheric black carbon, [BC], were determined from filter samples
collected weekly at Kevo, Finland (69°45′N, 27°02′E), from 1964 to 2010 using optical and thermal optical
methods. The data provide the longest record of directlymeasured [BC] in the Arctic. Themean winter, spring,
summer, and autumn [BC] based on the entire data set were 339, 199, 127, and 213 ngm�3, respectively.
Annual mean [BC] decreased from ~300 in ~1970 to 82 ngm�3 in 2010. [BC] data sets from other Arctic sites
show similar trends, but concentrations at Kevo are generally higher. From ~1970 to 2010 the [BC] decreased by
~1.8% yr�1. However, [BC] did not decrease monotonically. Instead, cyclical peaks occurred around 1976–1977,
1985–1987, and 1999. During such periods, nickel concentrations were well correlated with [BC]. This
suggests that emissions from extensive ore smelting on the Kola Peninsula were significant contributors of
particulate matter observed at Kevo. Simulations of [BC] at Kevo using the OsloCTM3 model using different
emission inventories and meteorological data sets were performed. Modeled concentrations were lower
than observed by a factor of 4. The results indicated that circulation changes can explain year to year
variability, but the downward trend in the observations is mostly explained by emissions. Emission
inventories in Europe, Russia, and the former Soviet Union are poorly constrained and appear to need
revision in order to match observed trends in BC atmospheric concentrations.

1. Introduction

Elemental or black carbon particles in the atmosphere are of considerable importance because of their
impact on visibility, climate forcing [Novakov et al., 2003; Jacobson, 2002; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008;
McConnell et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2013], and adverse health effects [e.g., Dockery et al., 1993; Pope et al., 2002;
Forastiere, 2004; Rom and Samet, 2006]. The terms elemental carbon (EC) or black carbon (BC) are often used
interchangeably, but they really reflect the difference in measurement method [Salako et al., 2012]. BC is a
primary pollutant emitted as a by-product of incomplete combustion of fossil fuel, biomass, and biofuel. BC
particles are submicron in size; ~95% have aerodynamic diameter< 2.5μm [Viidanoja et al., 2002; Begum
et al., 2011]. BC particles strongly absorb solar radiation and impact the Earth’s temperature. In fact, BC may
be the second largest contributor to global warming after greenhouses gases. However, themagnitude of the
climate forcing by BC is quite uncertain, with a global average value estimated up to +1.1Wm�2 [Bond
et al., 2013].

Wet deposition is the main route for removal of BC from the atmosphere [Ogren and Charlson, 1983]. The
mean residence time of particulate BC in the lower troposphere has been estimated at about 6 days
[Haywood and Shine, 1995]. As a result, BC particles can be transported over thousands of kilometers before
being removed from the atmosphere. During the winter, the polar front moves south to encompass the BC
emission source areas in Europe and Eurasia. The cold air north of the front provides stable atmospheric
conditions and lack of removal processes, enhancing the long-range transport [Iversen and Joranger, 1985;
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Raatz and Shaw, 1984; Shaw, 1995]. Therefore, [BC], at a given location is highly dependent upon the distance
from emission sources and scavenging losses along the transport route.

There are few BC sources in the Arctic. Large amounts of fossil fuels used in the US, Canada, Europe, and the
Soviet Union have significantly contributed to BC in the Arctic air [e.g., Polissar et al., 2001; Sharma et al., 2004].
Deposition of BC on Arctic snow and ice allows absorption of solar radiation and causes it to melt more
readily [Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; Flanner et al., 2009]. Direct long-term
atmospheric measurements in the Arctic are required to evaluate the regional BC contributions and to
develop a strategy to minimize its impact on climate. Additional measurements of trace elements, major ions,
methane sulfonic acid, and air trajectories have been made to characterize aerosol composition at the site
and evaluate source regions [Laing et al., 2013, 2014a, 2014b]. In this paper we (1) report the measurements
of [BC] on filters collected over 47 years at Kevo, Finland, (2) study the seasonal and long-term trends in [BC],
(3) evaluate the relative impact of potential source regions, and (4) compare the measured [BC] with the
values calculated by a model that simulates BC transport and removal rates and uses emission inventories
as input.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Sample Collection at Kevo, Finland

The sampling station at Kevo (Figure 1) is located 350 km north of the Arctic Circle at an altitude of 98m
[Paatero et al., 1994a]. It is near Lake Kevojärvi close to the Kevo Nature Reserve, a protected area of 712 km2.
The site is situated in the birch subzone of a boreal coniferous forest. The area is sparsely populated (0.4
inhabitant km�2). Mean temperature of the coldest month (January) is�14°C and the warmest month (July),
+13.1°C. The annual mean temperature is �1.3°C. The ground is usually covered by snow from October until

Figure 1. A map showing the location of the sampling site at Kevo (69°45′N, 27°02′E) and three additional Arctic sampling
sites referenced in the text; Alert (82.5°N, 62.5°W), Barrow (72.0°N, 156.3°W), and Ny Ålesund (78.9°N, 11.9°E). The Kola
Peninsula is the projection of land just southeast of Kevo.
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mid-May. The mean annual precipitation is about 43.3 cm of which 30–40% falls as snow [Yli-Tuomi et al.,
2003; Pirinen et al., 2012].

Total suspended particles were collected on one of two filter holders that ran alternately for 4 h intervals from
1964 thru 2010 [Paatero et al., 1994b]. From 1964 to 1978, the two units were equipped with rectangular
12 cm × 14 cm Whatman 42 (W42) filters. The W42 filters were supported with a fine grid and collected
particles uniformly over the exposed area (11 cm × 13 cm, 286 cm2). Themean total air volumewas ~1200m3.
We received ¼ of each of the filters. The W42 filter collection ended in March 1978. No samples were
collected until January 1979 while the sampling system was modified.

Since January 1979 glass fiber (GF) filters have been used with a modified collection system. Two alternately
running collectors were still used, but the GF filters were wrapped around a cylindrical body that had a 9mm
square grid [Paatero et al., 1994a, 1994b]. The grid did not allow a uniform collection of particles over the
entire filter. Instead, each filter consisted of a series of 9mm squares with particles separated by a 2mm strip
with no particles. The exposed area was reduced to 194 cm2, and the total air volume varied from
3000 to ~5500m3.

2.2. Determination of BC Concentrations in Individual Weekly Filters

In all, there were 2280weeks sampled or 4560 filters were collected over the 47 years. Currently, the most
widely accepted technique used to measure [BC] is the thermal/optical method with either transmission or
reflectance pyrolysis correction (designated as TOT or TOR, respectively). The most commonly applied
protocols, using different temperature regime for the extraction of organic carbon or BC, are the TOT National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) method [Birch and Cary, 1996] and the TOR Interagency
Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) method [Chow et al., 1993]. A comparison of the
methods reported that total carbon measured by the TOT and the TOR protocols were statistically equivalent
but that the TOT protocol yielded consistently higher BC than the TOR protocol by around a factor of 2 [Chow
et al., 2001]. As there is no generally accepted standard for BC, neither method can claim to be more reliable.
The TOT NIOSH protocol was used in this study.
2.2.1. Whatman 42 Filters
The standard thermal optical methods require that the aerosols to be on a quartz filter, so BC cannot be
directly determined on W42 filters. We earlier developed a technique that used ZnCl2 to dissolve the
cellulose, so the aerosols can be transferred onto a quartz filter and [BC] measured by the TOT method [Li
et al., 2002]. Using spiked standards that varied from 1.31 to 5.06mg, Li et al. [2002] established that
recoveries varied from 87 to 99% with a mean of 93%. The method, however, is time consuming and costly
when thousands of samples have to be analyzed. Therefore, for this study all W42 filter samples were
analyzed by a relatively faster optical method using a commercial Optical Transmissometer, OT21 (Magee
Scientific Corporation). In addition, we analyzed 72 samples collected in January and July using the TOT
NIOSH method. Therefore, we had a robust comparison of the optical method with the thermal optical
method, allowing us to validate the optical method against the most widely used method. Table 1
summarizes the filter collection and methods used to determine [BC].
2.2.2. Glass Fiber Filters
Unlike W42 filters, GF filters can be directly used for the measurement of [BC] either by the optical or thermal
optical method. As for theW42 filters, we decided to analyze all GF filters using the faster optical methods but
validate the method by analyzing weekly samples from January and July for 13 years along with two
additional full years by the thermal optical method as outlined in Table 1.

2.3. Determination of [BC] by the Thermal Optical Method
2.3.1. Whatman 42 Filters
[BC] for the W42 filters were determined using the same methodology that we have used for many years for
Whatman 41 filters [Li et al., 2002; Husain et al., 2008; Khan et al., 2006]. Two 25mm diameter discs were
punched from each W42 filter samples, dissolved in 70% ZnCl2 solution at 70°C, and the BC was transferred
on to quartz filters using the method given in Li et al. [2002]. After the filter was dried under vacuum, [BC] was
determined individually for three aliquots of each sample with a Sunset Laboratories TOT carbon analyzer
following the NIOSH 5040 protocol [National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), 1996].
Uncertainties were based on the instrument error output by the Sunset protocol. The detection limit of [BC]
was 0.2μg cm�2 which corresponds to a [BC] of 10 ngm�3 at a volume of 1500m3.
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2.3.2. Glass Fiber Filters
The BC measurements of the GF filters were straightforward
compared to the method for the W42 as the Sunset analyzer
has a built-in protocol specifically to measure [BC] on GF
filters. A 1 × 1.5 cm prebaked quartz filter punch is placed in
the oven boat, and a 1 cm square punch is taken from the GF
filter and placed centered on top of the quartz base. The GF
protocol uses modified temperature and dwell times to
measure BC. The manufacturer has indicated (B. Cary,
personal communication, 2014) that if there is excessive
organic carbon from fresh biogenic burning, this protocol
may over estimate [BC] but if the sources are predominantly
vehicular or diesel, the error would be small. With the
changeover of heating from wood to electricity at the facility
in 1970 local wood burning is not a factor at the site in 1979
when sampling was switched to GF filters. BC determinations
were made for two squares on each filter or on four squares
for each weekly sample collected in January and July for
selected years and for two complete years as outlined in
Table 1. Uncertainties were computed based on instrument
errors output by the Sunset protocol.

2.4. Measurements of [BC] Using the Optical
Transmissometer, OT21

The Beer-Lambert law is the basis for the determination of BC in
aerosols for optical techniques. The method assumes that BC is
the only component in particulate matter that is light absorbing.
The amount of light absorbed is proportional to [BC] and can
be expressed by [BC] = 100 × ln(Io/I) [σa(λ)]

�1 [A/V], where I0 and I
are the intensity of the light passing through a blank filter and a
filter containing aerosols, respectively, σa(λ) is the absorption/
attenuation coefficient (in m2 g�1) for a light source with a wave
length λ, A is the area of the filter, and V is the volume of the air
sampled through the filter.

Incident light with wavelength of 880 nm is most frequently
used for BC measurements, as was the case in this work. The
standard σa(λ), 16.6m

2 g�1, suggested by the manufacture was
used. The transmission intensities, I0 and I were measured
through a blank and an aerosol-loaded filter, respectively. It is
important that the blanks used reflect the time period being
analyzed as aging may affect the optical properties of some
filter media. We have used edges of actual samples and samples
which were not run to verify the blank values used in this study.
We describe below the methodology used in this work for W42
and GF filters.
2.4.1. Whatman 42 Filter Analysis
A pair of 25mm diameter discs was cut from each of the two
filters, and the transmission intensities determined by the OT21.
Each [BC] is based on the mean of four determinations.
Uncertainty was evaluated as a function of absorption by
measuring BC from multiple pairs of filter measurements and
variability of filter blanks as discussed elsewhere [Ahmed
et al., 2009].Ta
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2.4.2. Glass Fiber Filters
As indicated earlier, the particle collection on the GF filters was different from that for W42. Each GF filter
consisted of a series of 9mm squares with particles separated by a 2mm strip with no particles. Thus, the GF
filters could not be directly placed in the OT21 for measurement. Unlike its optical cousin, the aethalometer,
Magee indicates that the OT21 requires a homogeneous deposition of particulate matter over the 15 cm
diameter analytical zone for proper operation. The reason for this is that the aethalometer uses the difference
in transmission between times t1 and t2 to evaluate BC, while the OT21 uses a single-transmission
measurement through a defined area relative to a blank to measure the BC optical density. To circumvent the
problem, we prepared a pair of 8.9mm masks made out of a heavy gauge aluminum foil. One mask was
placed on the blank reference filter, and the second mask was placed over the sample, so the light could only
pass through the filter area where particles were deposited. An aliquot with four deposited areas was cut
from each of the two filters collected during each sampling cycle, so eight grid areas were analyzed and
averaged for BC determination in each weekly sample. To evaluate the precision of this method, the standard
deviation of first 50 filters analyzed were evaluated. The BC density varied from 0.1 to 15μgm�2. The filters
with BC density> 2μgm�2 had a relative standard deviation between the four determinations that averaged
6%. This confirms that good precision was obtained with the optical method.
2.4.3. Shadowing Correction for Optical BC Determinations
For optical [BC] determinations, scattering in the upper layers of aerosols can diminish the absorption of the
light beam by underlying aerosols causing an underestimation of [BC] [Liousse et al., 1993; Petzold et al., 1997].
This is especially important when particle loading is high. While the specific attenuation coefficient (σ)
recommended by themanufacturer was empirically determined and, in part, accounts for this effect at low to
moderate loading levels, samples with high aerosol loading certainly require correction [e.g., Park et al., 2010].
Several approaches for shadowing corrections have been suggested [Weingartner et al., 2003; Schmid et al.,
2006; Virkkula et al., 2007]. We chose to use the formulation suggested by Virkkula et al. [2007] that was
further validated by Park et al. [2010]:

BC½ �c ¼ BC½ �uc 1þ k � ATNf g (1)

where ATN= (100 × ln(Io/I)), [BC]uc denotes the direct measurement by the OT21, k is the shadowing
correction, and [BC]c is the final [BC] corrected measurement. Comparison between the OT21 and TOT results
is used to establish appropriate k values for each filter type, as discussed below.

3. Results
3.1. Comparison of [BC] Measurements by the Optical and Thermal Optical Methods
3.1.1. Measurements in Whatman 42 Filters
Concentrations of BC were determined, both by optical and thermal optical methods as described above, in
72W42 weekly samples collected from 1965 to 1968, and 1970 to 1978 (Table 1). The data are plotted in
Figure 2a along with uncertainties in the optical measurements. Uncertainties varied from around 75% at
[BC] = 50 ngm�3, 50% at [BC] = 100 ngm�3, and 25% at [BC] = 400 ngm�3, to 16 to 20% for
[BC]> 600 ngm�3. The linear regression shows a very good correlation (r 2 = 0.91) between the two
techniques, but the slope is only 0.36 (Figure 2a). Removing the very high point at ~1600 ngm�3 does not
significantly alter the slope, but r 2 is decreased to 0.85. The data show that the [BC] values tend to deviate
from linearity above [BC] ~500 ngm�3. We suggest that this is due to the shadowing effect, as it has been
observed by others [Liousse et al., 1993; Petzold et al., 1997]. We used equation (1) and varied k for the OT21
data to give the best linear regression passing through the origin and a slope of ~1.0. The result with k= 0.025
is shown in Figure 2b. Note that the slope is 1.0 and r2 is 0.92. Virkkula et al. [2007] reported k values for
aethalometer measurements at sites in Finland that varied between 0 and 0.015 with a mean of 0.0018. The k
value for W42 is somewhat above this upper range, but we are not aware of any other measurements of [BC]
using this substrate. However, Figure 2b demonstrates that optical BC measurements can yield reliable BC
results once appropriate shadowing corrections are applied.

During 1965 and 1966 the median ATN in W42 filters was around 21. Hence, the correction due to shadowing
would be large,>53%. However, as we show later the data for these years and through 1970 are not further
considered in the paper. For samples from 1971 to 1977 the median ATN was< 16, and hence, annual
shadowing corrections were on the order of 20%.
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3.1.2. Measurements on Glass
Fiber Filters
All weekly samples collected on GF
filters in 1988 and 1993,and weekly
samples collected during each January
and July of 1979–1981, 1986–1988,
1993–1995, 2000–2002, and 2008–2010
(in all 176) were analyzed by both
thermal optical and optical methods.
The data are shown in Figure 3a along
with uncertainties. In general,
uncertainties for the BC measurements
on the GF filters are lower than those for
W42. For example, the average
uncertainty at [BC] = 50 ngm�3 is 30%,
at [BC] = 100 ngm�3 the uncertainty is
20%, and [BC]> 300 ngm�3 has an
average uncertainty of 14%. As was the
case for W42 filters, an increasing
deviation from linearity is observed with
higher concentrations. A linear
regression forced through the origin has
a very good r 2, 0.92, but the slope is 0.76,
indicating a slight underestimation of
[BC] by OT21 at higher loadings.
Accounting for shadowing correction
thru the use of equation (1) yields a
slope of 1.0 and r 2 = 0.96 with a value of
k= 0.0021 (Figure 3b). To evaluate the
uncertainty in k, we varied k, so the
regression slope varied between 0.95
and 1.05 and found the variation on k of
only ±0.0005, suggesting that k is well
defined for the GF filters. The k required
for GF filters is a little more than a factor
of 10 lower than the k required for the
W42 filters, and it is actually quite
comparable to the k values commonly

used to correct aethalometer data [Virkkula et al., 2007; Park et al., 2010]. Thus, the two techniques yielded
results in excellent agreement with each other, and corrected OT21 values can accurately determine BC in
GF filters.

The median ATN for GF filters collected in 1979–1988 was around 72, much higher on average than those for
theW42measurements. However, because k for GF filters is around a factor of 10 lower than that for W42, the
net impact on quarterly and annual means for the GF filters were still relatively small (~17%). Moreover after
1988, [BC] decreased sharply with median ATN varying between 18 and 32, thereby further reducing the
impact of the shadowing correction.

3.2. Weekly and Seasonal Variations

Yli-Tuomi et al. [2003] used sections of the same W42 filters collected at Kevo to measure trace elements by
neutron activation, sulfate, and major ions by ion chromatography, and BC by optical transmission. BC was
measured on an early prototype of the OT21 using results for the 880 nm channel and no shadowing
corrections. The Yli-Tuomi et al. [2003] BC values were higher than our uncorrected results by around 20%. As
BC is inversely proportional to σa(λ) and Yli-Tuomi et al. [2003] used σa(λ) of 15.0 compared to the value of 16.6

Figure 2. (a) Scatterplot comparing [BC] measured in weekly W42 sam-
ples at Kevo by optical and the thermal optical methods. (b) Data have
been corrected using equation (1), and k=0.025. The solid lines in both
panels are linear regression with the regression in B forced to pass
through the origin.
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used here, their results are expected to
be at least 11% higher. Annual means for
1965–1977 normalized to 1965 differ by
1 to 24% with a mean of 11%. This
demonstrates that there is very good
agreement between the BC trends for
the two sets of measurements.

Weekly [BC] at Kevo for the entire period
are shown in Figure 4. There were only
11 weekly measurements available in
1964, and these are not shown. The data
show that weekly [BC] exceeded
1000 ngm�3 with decreasing frequency
over time (20 events 1965–1969, 17
events 1970–1979, 6 events 1980–1989,
and none during 1990–2010). Wood was
burned at the site during winter months
for heating until the end of 1970, so the
high [BC] values observed during this
period may have some contribution
from this source. For an estimation of the
global warming from BC, it is the
regional BC values which are needed.
Hence, we have flagged the data for this
period and will not include these years in
consideration of long-term trends. The
[BC] quarterly means for each year are
shown as dark horizontal lines (Figure 4),
and 5 year quarterly mean [BC]
beginning in 1971 are given in Table 2.
Generally, the highest [BC] was observed
during the first quarter. The Sun does
not shine at Kevo from late November
through mid-January, so the site is
within the Arctic vortex and experiences
stagnation and enhanced pollutant
lifetimes [Shaw, 1995]. During the first
quarter (January through March), the
[BC] varied from 491 in 1971–1975 to
164 ngm�3 in 2006 to 2010, with a mean
value of 323 ngm�3. Similarly, the
ranges and the means for the second,

third, and fourth quarters were 382 to 86 with amean of 168, 195 to 61 with amean of 120, and 270 to 80 with
a mean of 187 ngm�3, respectively. Thus, the highest concentrations were observed during the first quarter
and lowest during the third. Mean BC contributions during the various quarters were 41, 21, 15, and 23% for
the first, second, third, and fourth quarters, respectively. This pattern is consistent with the seasonal pattern
reported for other Arctic sites [Sharma et al., 2013]. The data in Table 2 demonstrate that [BC] has significantly
decreased over all seasons. The decline in [BC] at the site can be examined more accurately by examining
annual concentrations below.

3.3. Long-Term Trends in [BC] and Comparison With Other Arctic Sites

The most striking feature of the BC trend is that the concentrations, whether weekly or seasonal means,
exhibited a remarkable decrease with time (Figure 4). We used the data to compute annual mean [BC] and

Figure 3. Scatterplots comparing [BC] measurements by OT21 and the
thermal optical method in weekly samples collected on GF filters as
defined in Table 1. (a) Raw data are shown, and the solid line is a linear
regression forced through the origin while the dashed line is the 1:1
reference line. (b) The OT21 data have been corrected for shadowing
using equation (1), and k=0.0021. The solid line is a linear regression
passing through the origin.
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plotted the results in Figure 5. The annual [BC] values for 1965 and 1966 were, respectively, 634 and
548 ngm�3. Following the high [BC] observed in 1965–1966, concentrations decreased to 276 ngm�3 in
1967 and the annual concentrations through 1970 period were similar to those for the 1971 thru 1973, a
period of 3 years after the wood burning ceased. Thus, the data do not support a large wood burning

Figure 4. The [BC] determined in weekly samples collected at Kevo from 1965 to 2010. The dark horizontal lines are
quarterly means.
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contribution, at least, not for 1967 thru 1970. Still, we have included the annual mean [BC] for the 1965 to
1970 years in Figure 5 but have not included these data in calculating the long-term decrease in [BC].

[BC] has decreased very significantly since 1971. However, the decline was not monotonic. [BC] values were
fairly constant from 1967 thru 1973, but then they increased to a peak value of 500 ngm�3 in 1976. Another
peak in [BC] was observed around 1986 through 1988, although lower in concentration, ~300ngm�3. We will
discuss the sources of these elevated concentrations in section 4.1. Subsequently, [BC] has slowly decreased
with the exception of somewhat elevated concentrations in 1998–2000 with values in the range 144–
168ngm�3. In 2010 [BC] averaged only 67 ngm�3. Taking the average [BC] around 1971 to be 300ngm�3,
there has been a 78% decrease over 40 years or an effective decrease rate of 1.8% yr�1. The seasonal
Mann-Kendall trend test associated with Sen’s slope result yields a statistically significant (p< 0.001) decreasing
trend of 1.9% yr�1. Clearly, there is a significant decreasing trend for [BC] at Kevo.

The two other long running [BC] measurement campaigns in the Arctic are at Barrow, Alaska [Bodhaine, 1989;
Polissar et al., 1999], and Alert, Canada [Sharma et al., 2004, 2013; Gong et al., 2010]. The latter is closest to
Kevo. At Alert [BC] was determined for 1989 through 2007 using an aethalometer cross calibrated to a two-
step thermal method. Thus, they used an effective attenuation coefficient of 19m2 g�1 and applied no
loading corrections. Their data are shown in Figure 5. On average Alert [BC] values are 50% lower than at
Kevo. Based solely on the higher attenuation coefficient used at Alert, [BC] would be expected to be 14%
lower than at Kevo. The sites, however, are well separated with Kevo located much closer to major BC
source regions. At Alert [BC] decreased from 90 ngm�3in 1989 to 35 ngm�3 in 2007, a 61% decrease over
18 years or a decrease of 3.4% yr�1. The nonparametric Sen Analysis by Gong et al. [2010] yielded
2.3%–3.4% decrease per year for January to April. Sharma et al. [2004] attributed the decrease in [BC] at
Alert to the collapse of the economy in the USSR, and they presented emission calculations to support
their suggestion. We discuss this hypothesis further in section 4.3.

We also show in Figure 5 measurements of annual [BC] from 1991 to 2004 from the Zeppelin station, Ny
Ålesund, Svalbard, Norway made using the optical method onW41 filters [Husain et al., 2011]. Also shown are
annual means based on aethalometer [BC] measurements at this site for 1991, and 2001–2007 by Eleftheriadis

Figure 5. Annual mean [BC] at Kevo for 1965–2010. Bars show 25th and 75th percentile ranges; horizontal lines are med-
ians and diamonds are means. Trend line is 3 years running mean starting in 1970 as earlier data may have local wood
burning component. Insert shows 1989 until 2010 on an expanded scale with data from Alert, Canada (solid triangles, from
Figure 1b [Gong et al., 2010]), and Ny Ålesund (Svalbard, Norway). Solid squares are from Husain et al. [2011], while the open
squares are from Eleftheriadis et al. [2009].

Table 2. Mean Quarterly Concentrations of BC (ngm�3) for 5 Year Periods From 1971 to 2010

1971–1975 1976–1980 1981–1985 1986–1990 1991–1995 1996–2000 2001–2005 2006–2010

January–March 491 539 351 422 203 216 198 164
April–June 382 304 162 113 95 92 107 86
July–August 195 205 133 124 73 96 70 61
September–December 290 348 190 207 141 158 84 80
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et al. [2009]. The two sets of
measurements at Ny Ålesund agree very
well where they overlap and they are a
little lower than the concentrations
observed at Alert. For the combined
17years of [BC] measurements at Ny
Ålesund, there is a 56% decrease in [BC] or
a declining rate equivalent to 3.3% yr�1,
compared to ~1% yr�1 trend for the
same period at Kevo. While all three
Arctic sites demonstrate a decreasing
[BC] trend after 1990, the trends are
smoother at Alert and Ny Ålesund
compared to that at Kevo. In particular,
the increased [BC] during 1996–2000 at
Kevo is not seen at other sites. Clearly, the
proximity of Kevo to emissions in Europe
and Russia is a major factor. Once we are
confident with emission inventories so
models can simulate [BC] at Kevo, these
models can then be used with added
confidence to assess the impact of these
emissions on the high Arctic.

4. Discussion
4.1. Source(s) of Elevated [BC] in ~1976

It was noted earlier that the annual mean [BC] values in 1976 and 1977 were elevated. There were unusually
high [BC] during the fall of 1976 and the winter of 1977 as there were 9weeks (designated as a in Figure 4)
when [BC] exceeded 800 ngm�3. Soluble and total digested trace element concentrations were also
measured for these samples [Laing et al., 2014a]. Of about 40 elements measured, only Ni had elevated
concentrations concurrently with high [BC] during this period. A scatterplot of weekly water-extracted [Ni]
versus [BC] between 1975 and 1977 is shown in Figure 6. There is clearly a strong association between the
two species as high concentrations generally occur at the same time (correlation coefficient = 0.68). Of the
nine weekly samples collected between October 1976 and March 1977 with [BC]> 800 ngm�3, Ni
concentrations are available for eight samples shown as diamonds in Figure 6. The highest BC and Ni
occurred on 24 January to 31 January 1977 (BC = 1835 ngm�3 and Ni = 4.4 ngm�3). Yli-Tuomi et al. [2003]
pointed out that emissions from smelting and industrialization on the Kola Peninsula strongly impact Kevo.
The majority of emissions on the Kola Peninsula come from nonferrous ore roasting and metal smelting
facilities [Tuovinen et al., 1993]. Estimates of Ni, Cu, and Co emissions on the peninsula for 1994 were 1916,
1097, and 92.1 t/yr, respectively [Boyd et al., 2009]. Additional discussion of heavy metal emissions in this
region are given in Laing et al. [2014a]. Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT)4
backward in time air trajectories [Draxler and Hess, 1998] with the REANALYSIS meteorological data set and a
500 m starting height were run for all samples. Figure S1 in the supporting information shows the HYSPLIT4
plot for the 3 day back trajectories originating daily (noon local time) over 24–31 January 1977. With the
exception of the 30 and 31 January trajectories, all five other trajectories pass through the Kola Peninsula. In
addition, all of these trajectories, except 30 January, are linked with near-surface air making it very likely that
they were enriched with pollutants on the Kola Peninsula. The high Ni concentrations, coincident with high
[BC], suggest that they also are impacted by emissions from the Kola Peninsula. The fact that the BC is
associated but not highly correlated with Ni suggests that their sources are in the same region, though not
necessarily the same source. The trajectories also passed over Murmansk, Russia, which is a large active port
city and was more likely to be the source of the high [BC].

We further explored the influence of emissions from Kola Peninsula by examining the relationship between
Ni and [BC] for the entire period. In Figure 7, we have shown the annual mean [BC] along with the [Ni]. The

Figure 6. Scatterplot of water-extracted Ni [Laing et al., 2014a] versus BC
concentrations for Kevo samples collected in fall 1976 and winter 1977.
Diamonds highlight samples from October 1976 to March 1977 with BC
concentration> 800 ngm�3.
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variations in their concentration is
remarkably similar for the entire period
(correlation coefficient, r, over 1967–
2010 annual means is 0.86). Note that
the periods with elevated [BC] in 1976
and 1977 and 1985–1987 correspond to
periods with elevated Ni concentrations.
An inescapable conclusion is that,
indeed, the Kola Peninsula emissions
contributed very significantly to the [BC]
observed at Kevo at all times during the
observation period. This suggestion
finds further support in an assessment of
emission source contribution using
Potential source contribution function
(PSCF) described below in section 4.2.

4.2. Evaluation of [BC] Source Regions by PSCF Analysis

Potential source contribution function is a way of assessing source contribution regions for large data sets
using backward in time air trajectories [e.g., Cheng et al., 1993; Fan et al., 1994; Polissar et al., 1999, 2001].
Specifics of the application of the method to the Kevo trace metal data set are presented by Laing et al.
[2014b], so only salient features are given here. For this analysis 5 day back trajectories were computed
twice daily over the whole analysis field using HYSPLIT4. Thus, 14 trajectories were computed for each
sample. The geographical region of interest is divided into 2.5 km × 2.5 km grid cells [Fan et al., 1994]. It is
assumed that if a trajectory passes through a grid cell, a component proportional to the source strength is
transported to the receptor site. The ratio of the number of trajectory end points associated with high
concentrations to the total number of trajectory end points passing through a grid cell gives the probability
that this grid cell is a source of high concentrations of the specie of interest at the receptor. For this analysis
the high-concentration cutoff was taken as> the mean. Further details can be found in Laing et al. [2014b].
Usually, local sources cannot be clearly identified using PSCF.

PSCF maps were generated for 1964–1990 and 1991–2010 separately for each of the four seasons. The maps
for winter, spring, and summer for both periods are shown in the supporting information (Figures S2–S7);
the spring and fall maps were similar. The map for summer 1991–2010 (Figure S2) does not have any well-
defined source regions. The highest probability regions are only 0.4–0.6, and they cover essentially all of
Europe and Russia. Winter is themost important season with regard to BC deposition in the Arctic, as ~40% of
the annual [BC] is observed during winter. Themap for winter (Figure S3) shows a large expanse of area with a
0.6 to 0.8 probability that covers southern Finland, European Russia, and the former USSR countries, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine. There are smaller areas of 0.6 to 0.8 probabilities extending into the
Czech Republic, Poland, and Hungary. The area of 0.8 to 1.0 probabilities is situated in southern Russia. Fires in
Ukraine and European Russia coincide with the harvest of winter and spring grains [Korontzi et al., 2006;
McCarty et al., 2012]. The summer map for 1964–1990 (Figure S7) is similar to Figure S2 as there are no
discernable source regions. The map for winter 1964–1990 (Figure S5) shows the high-probability source
region that are more focused in the European region of Russia but have lower probabilities (highest 0.6–0.8).
Note that many of the trajectories that pass through the high-emission areas in the former USSR would also
pass through the Kola Peninsula; however, the proximity of the Kola Peninsula to Kevo would preclude
this region being highlighted by the PSCF analysis as air masses from the high Arctic reaching Kevo from the
east would have low BC and would often also pass through the Kola Peninsula canceling out a high PSCF
probability from this area.

4.3. Comparison of Measured [BC] With Emission and Model Simulations
4.3.1. Comparison of [BC] Trends With Emission Calculations
Novakov et al. [2003] estimated BC emissions from fossil fuel combustion from 1950 to 2000 for various
countries including the United States (US), United Kingdom (UK), Germany (GER), and the former Soviet
Union (USSR). The sum of the emissions for UK + GER +USSR is shown in Figure 8 (designated Novakov).

Figure 7. Time series plots of annual mean [BC] and [Ni] [Laing et al.,
2014a] measured at Kevo, Finland.
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Bond et al. [2007] reported global historic BC fossil fuel and biofuel (FFBF) emission by regions averaged at
5 year intervals (http://www.hiwater.org/). The sum of the emissions for the former Soviet Union + Europe is
shown in Figure 8 (designated as Bond). Lamarque et al. [2010] reported gridded FFBF emissions for every
tenth year from 1960 to 2000 and designated as RCP. Riahi et al. [2011] extended these emissions to include
2005 and 2010. The summed emissions for USSR and Europe are shown as RCP in Figure 8. Sharma et al.
[2013] reported annual BC emissions from fossil fuel combustion for Western Europe (WEUR), North
America (NA), and the USSR for only a brief period covered by this study; (1990 to 2005), so they are not
shown in Figure 8.

For all three inventories the European component of the emissions in the 1960s are ~0.5 Tg/yr and steadily
decrease through the period. For the most part the structures in the emissions’ profiles in Figure 8 are due to
the USSR emissions. The Bond and RCP emissions are equal in the 1960s, but Novakov’s is around 0.4 Tg
lower. Around 1973 the Novakov emissions began to rapidly increase while the Bond emissions decrease in
1975. Owing to the 10 year reporting by RCP, no variation can be observed over this period. During the 1980s,
the Novakov and RCP are distinctly elevated; around 1.3 Tg and 1.5 Tg, respectively. The Bond emissions
remain around 0.9 Tg. In the 1990s the Novakov and RCP emissions greatly decrease but not so for the Bond
emissions, which shows a large decrease in 1995. The emissions given in Sharma et al. [2013] also showed a
large decrease around 1990 (not shown in Figure 8), and the authors linked it to the economic slowdown that
was brought about by the collapse of the USSR. The Bond emissions miss the 1990 dropoff in USSR emissions.
While none of the emission profiles in Figure 8 truly follow the [BC], the overall similarity in the patterns is
encouraging suggesting that it is the USSR and European BC emissions that are controlling [BC] at Kevo.
However, this simple comparison assumes equal contributions from the European and USSR emissions and
does not account for the impact of transport or meteorology. The gridded RCP and Bond emissions are used
to simulate historical [BC] using a model which incorporates both transport and removal processes in
section 4.3.2.
4.3.2. Description of the OsloCTM3 Model
The measured [BC] are compared with modeled concentrations using the Oslo Chemical Transport Model
(OsloCTM3) with different meteorological data and emission inventories. The OsloCTM3 is an updated
version of the chemical transport model OsloCTM2 [Myhre et al., 2009; Skeie et al., 2011a]. The OsloCTM3 has a
new transport scheme and updated wet scavenging scheme for large-scale rain [Søvde et al., 2012]. The
model is driven by 3-hourly meteorological forecast data from the Integrated Forecast System model at the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The BC module in OsloCTM3 is similar to the module
used in OsloCTM2 [Skeie et al., 2011a]. It is a simple bulk scheme with hydrophobic and hydrophilic BC, where
aging times are dependent on latitude and season based on simulation with OsloCTM2 and the M7
microphysical module [Lund and Berntsen, 2012]. Hydrophilic BC aerosols are removed in large-scale

Figure 8. Time series plot of [BC] measured at Kevo, Finland, for 1965–2010 compared to selected BC emission estimates
given below: Novakov = BC emissions for UK +GER +USSR [Novakov et al., 2003] Bond = BC emissions for OECD
Europe +USSR [Bond et al., 2007] RCP = BC emissions for Europe +USSR [Lamarque et al., 2010; Riahi et al., 2011].
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precipitation; 100% scavenging is
assumed in water clouds and 12% for ice
clouds. For convective precipitation,
100% scavenging is assumed for both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic aerosols. In
the OsloCTM2 only hydrophilic BC were
removed in convective precipitation
[Skeie et al., 2011a]. The resolutions used
here are T42 (approximately 2.8 × 2.8°) in
the horizontal and 60 vertical levels from
the surface to 0.1 hPa.

The meteorological data needed to drive
the model are available only for
1997–2010, so tomodel the historic trend
we need to select meteorological
regimes that span transport conditions in
the region. Thus, the model was first run
from 1997 to 2010 with meteorological

data specific for each year. Year 1997 is used as spin-up, so only results from 1998 to 2010 are shown in Figure 9.
In this simulation the FFBF emissions are kept constant while the open biomass burning (BB) emissions
correspond to the year simulated. For FFBF we used the 2005 emission data from the version 4a of the
ECLIPSE (Evaluating the Climate and Air Quality Impacts of Shortlived Pollutants) emission data set
(available from the Emissions of atmospheric Compounds & Compilation of Ancillary Data (http://eccad.
sedoo.fr) database), and the BB emissions were from the Global Fire Emissions Database version 3.1 [Van
der Werf et al., 2010].
4.3.3. Comparison of Model Results and Observations, 1997–2010
In the middle of the simulation period, the year to year trend closely follows the Kevo measurements
(Figure 9). However, the absolute magnitude is severely underestimated, outside the range of uncertainties in

the measurements (see section 3.1.1). In
Figure 9, the modeled concentrations
are also scaled by a factor of 3.7, so the
average modeled and observed
concentration over the 1998 to 2010
period are equal. The model under
predicts the observations in all seasons,
as seen in Figure 10 where monthly
modeled and observed [BC] from 1998
to 2010 are compared. The model does
not capture the large observed
concentration during winter and spring,
with the largest underestimation in
spring by a factor of 5. It is known that
global models fail to reproduce Arctic
surface concentration [Koch et al., 2009;
Shindell et al., 2008]. The OsloCTM2 was
included in a multimodel study [Lee
et al., 2013] which showed that the Oslo
CTM2, like other models, fails to
reproduce the seasonality in Arctic
atmospheric [BC], due to a significant
underestimation in winter and spring.
The underestimation might be due to
limitation in the emission inventories as

Figure 9. Annual mean [BC] from 1998 to 2010 plotted with CTM3model
simulated [BC] using year specificmeteorological data as explained in the
text. Simulations are also scaled by 3.7, so the ratio of themean simulated
[BC] to mean measured [BC] is 1.

Figure 10. Scatterplot of monthly modeled and observed [BC] at Kevo
for the period 1998 to 2010 (ngm�3). The winter (DJF, December-
January-February) values shown as diamond, spring (MAM, March-
April-May) values as squares, summer (JJA, June-July-August) values as
circles, and autumn (SON, September-October-November) values as
crosses. The solid line shows a one-to-one correspondence, the dashed
lines a factor of 2 difference between the model results and the
observations and the dashed-dotted line 4 times larger values for the
observations than model results.
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well as uncertainties in the modeling.
There might be missing BB sources
during spring [Skeie et al., 2011a]. The
simulation predicts that open BB
contributed to only 1–8% of the annual
mean concentration at Kevo for the
period 1998–2010. There is also no
seasonal variation in the FFBF emissions
used in the model. Stohl et al. [2013]
showed that including seasonal
variation in domestic emissions (e.g.,
wood burning for heating) improved
the modeled seasonal cycle in the
Arctic. There are also large uncertainties
related to the total emissions of BC
[Bond et al., 2007]. In addition to
emission uncertainties there are large
uncertainties in the BC modeling, and
especially wet removal of BC [Vignati
et al., 2010; Schwarz et al., 2010]. Several

studies point at wet removal as the key uncertainty in the modeling of the seasonal cycle of Arctic [BC]
[Garrett et al., 2010, 2011; Browse et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013].

In Figure 9 the downward trend in the observations for 1998–2010 is not captured by the model running with
constant FFBF emissions suggesting that there is a downward trend in the FFBF emissions in regions
influencing the surface concentration at Kevo. The elevated [BC] measured at Kevo in 1999 is also not
captured by the model suggesting that the emissions from the Kola Peninsula are underestimated. As the
lowest simulated FFBF [BC] occurred in 2002 and the highest in 2006, the meteorology during these years
represents low and high BC transport conditions.
4.3.4. Comparison of Modeled and Observed Black Carbon Trends
To simulate the historical period (Figure 11), time slice simulations were performed with meteorological data
for year 2002 and 2006 as discussed above. As noted above, BB emissions have a minor contribution to the
annual [BC], so the data for 2002 and 2006 were used. Previous model studies show even lower contributions
from BB to Arctic BC burden using a historical emission inventory for open BB [Skeie et al., 2011a]. For the
FFBF emissions, two different historical inventories introduced in Figure 8 are used [Bond et al., 2007] every tenth
year from 1960 to 2000 and RCP historical emissions every tenth year from 1960 to 2000 [Lamarque et al., 2010]
in addition to RCP8.5 for 2005 and 2010 emissions [Riahi et al., 2011].

The modeled trends are shown in Figure 11. The lowest values are for the simulations with year 2002
meteorology and the highest values using 2006meteorology. The simulations with the RCP emissions show a
slight increase from the 1970s to 1980s, as is also seen in the observed [BC] from around 1970 to 1978,
however, stronger. The simulations using Bond emission data show a downward trend for the entire time
period, with 1.0 and 1.2% yr�1 for the 1970–2000, 2002, and 2006 periods, respectively. Using the RCP
emissions, the downward trend is 1.0% and 1.2% yr�1 between 1970 and 2010 for the 2002 and 2006
simulation, respectively. These values represent weaker trends compared to the observed decreasing trend
of 1.8% yr�1 between ~1970 and 2010. The modeled trends are purely driven by changes in the emissions.
Theremight be larger variability in themeteorological conditions than over the period 1998 to 2010. Eckhardt
et al. [2003] showed that the North Atlantic Oscillation controls air pollution transport to the Arctic
particularly in winter and spring. Sharma et al. [2013] investigated the impact of meteorology on simulated
BC transport to the Arctic from 1990 to 2005. They found that changes in meteorology alone could not
explain the observed trends, but it was reflected in the interannual variations in wintertime measurements
at three Arctic sites (Alert, Barrow, and Ny Ålesund). The trends in wintertime BC from 1990 to 2005 at
the sites were governed by changes in emissions in the northern midlatitude regions, but they also found
that transport from Eurasia to the Arctic was much more frequent during 1990 to 1994 than 2001 to
2005 periods.

Figure 11. Time series plot of 3 years mean [BC] at Kevo, Finland, (Figure 5)
and model simulated [BC] using OsloCTM3 model as explained in the
text. The every 10 year values in the simulations are taken as averages over
that decade.
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The results indicate that circulation changes can explain year to year variability, but the downward trend in
the observations is mostly explained by emissions. It is also likely that the emission from wood burning for
heating varies with the meteorological conditions. However, there is no seasonal variability in the emission
inventories used in the domestic sector. Furthermore, the emissions are not linked to
meteorological condition.

The same set of aging times is used throughout the historical simulations. The aging are dependent on
sulfate concentration, which have declined over the past decades in the regions close to Kevo [e.g., Skeie et al.
[2011b]]. This indicates that the lifetime of BC might be overestimated in the early time of the simulation and
that the modeled declining trend should have been even slower.

There are large uncertainties in historical emission inventories. Bond et al. [2007] indicated a factor 2
uncertainty in present-day total global FFBF BC emissions but did not estimate uncertainty in the spatial
distribution of the emissions or uncertainties in the rate of change in the emissions. As from the analysis in
section 4.2 the main source regions for Kevo in the model is Europe and the former Soviet Union. In a 2006
OsloCTM2 simulation presented in Skeie et al. [2011a] the regional contribution to BC at Kevo was 56% from
EU17, 22% from Russia and the former Soviet Union, and 17% from the rest of Europe.

The comparison between OsloCTM3model results for Kevo and the observed concentration indicate that the
historical emissions in Europe, Russia, and former Soviet Union need revision for better representation of
historical [BC] trends in the model. Also, the current emissions at high latitudes should be further
investigated. Stohl et al. [2013] found that gas flaring included in the ECLIPSE emission data contributes to
42% of the annual mean Arctic surface concentration. Although the ECLIPSE emissions better represent high-
latitude emissions of BC than other inventories, the results by Stohl et al. [2013] indicate that the high-latitude
emissions are still underestimated. A model study by Sand et al. [2013] found that BC emitted within the
Arctic has an almost 5 times larger Arctic surface temperature response (per unit of emitted mass) compared
to emissions at midlatitudes highlighting the importance of good representation of high-latitude
BC emissions.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Concentrations of BC were determined in weekly aerosol samples collected at Kevo, Finland, on Whatman 42
or glass fiber filters from 1964 to 2010. Measurements were made using optical and thermal optical methods.
The highest annual mean concentrations were observed in 1965–1966, 671 ngm�3 (although local wood
burning may have had an impact at this time). Concentrations decreased sharply, averaging around
~300 ngm�3 for the 1970–1980, ~250 ngm�3 for 1981–1990, ~140 ngm�3for the 1991–2000, and
~100 ngm�3 for the 2001–2010 periods. Between 1971 and 2010 BC concentrations decreased by 78% or
1.8% yr�1. The highest concentrations were observed in winter, moderate in autumn and spring, and the
lowest in summer. Model calculations using the OsloCTM3 yields BC concentration values ~4 times lower
than those observed at Kevo between 1998 and 2010; however, the time trend is reasonably reproduced.
There are limitations in global models to reproduce Arctic surface concentration, but the comparison of
model and observations might also indicate that the emissions in source regions are too low (particularly
emissions in the former Soviet Union). Also, the modeled historical trend is underestimated. The data
presented in this study provide the longest record of directly measured [BC] in the Arctic. It can be used to
improve historical emission inventories for the regions affecting the surface concentration in the European
Arctic. Revised emission inventories will impact the radiative forcing trend calculations, including the snow
albedo effect, and be important for detection and attribution of climate change studies.
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